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1. In general, a differentiable homeomorphism need not have a nonvanish-

ing Jacobian. Indeed all of the first partial derivatives of such a mapping may

vanish at a point. In the case of plane conformal mappings this is not so, as

is well-known. One can even assert for the Jacobian of a univalent conformal

mapping at a point a positive lower bound which depends only on the distance

of the point and its image from the boundaries of the original and image

domains (Koebe's Theorem). Similar statements hold for univalent mappings

by solutions of general first order linear elliptic systems of partial differential

equations.

In 1936 H. Lewy [5] showed that even for plane harmonic mappings

(mappings by pairs of not necessarily conjugate harmonic functions) univa-

lence implies the nonvanishing of the Jacobian. This statement, however, can-

not be made quantitative. It is easy to construct univalent harmonic map-

pings of the unit disc onto itself which leave the origin fixed but have arbi-

trarily small Jacobian at the origin. Nevertheless, the weaker statement that

the first partial derivatives of such a mapping do not all vanish at a point

can be made quantitative. This was proved by E. Heinz in a recent paper [3].

The following theorem extends this result to mappings by solutions of general

second order linear elliptic systems of partial differential equations with a

common principal part.

Theorem. Let the linear system

(Auxx + 2Buxy + Cuvy + aitix + bxuv + cxvx + dxvy = 0,

\Avxx + 2Bvxv + Cvyy + a2ux + b2uy + c2vx + d2vv = 0

be elliptic (AC-B2>0) for x2+y2^l.

There exists a constant pt >0, depending only on the coefficients, such that, if

u(x, y), v(x, y) is a solution of (1) for x2+y2<l, and u=u(x, y), v=v(x, y)

maps the disc x2+y2^l homeomorphically onto u2+v2^l, leaving the origin

fixed, then

2 2 2 2

(2) Ux   +   Uy   +   Vx   +   Vy ^    P.

(0.0)
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The coefficients of the principal part of (1) are assumed to have Holder -

continuous second partial derivatives, the remaining coefficients Holder-continu-

ous first partial derivatives for x2+y2^ 1.

For the special case

juxx + uvv = 0,

\vxx + vyv = 0,

that is, for harmonic mappings, this statement reduces to Heinz' theorem.

The proof, however, even in the harmonic case, is quite different.

The proof is direct. We wish to show that for the class of mappings con-

sidered the modulus of the gradient at the origin has a positive minimum.

We prove first that for univalent mappings by solutions of (1) the gradient

is nowhere zero, and the same is true of the limit of a sequence of such map-

pings, unless the limit is a constant. We then select a convergent minimizing

sequence and show that the limit is not a constant.

It is worth pointing out that the theorem includes the case in which the

components u(x, y), v(x, y) of the mappings each satisfy the same single

second order elliptic equation, or even different equations with a common

principal part. The only other conditions imposed are topological. In particu-

lar, the mappings need not be quasi-conformal. If, however, quasi-con-

formality can be established as an additional property, the inequality of the

theorem yields a lower bound for the Jacobian.

Some possible extensions of the theorem will be evident from the proof.

Thus, for example, the conclusion of the theorem can be stated in the slightly

stronger form: There exists for every r < 1 a constant p(r) > 0, depending only

on r and the coefficients, such that u2x+u\+v\+viy'^p(r) for xi+yi^rt. Also,

mappings of more general domains, in particular multiply connected domains,

can be discussed.

2. We observe first that it is sufficient to consider the special system

(Au + axux + bxUy + Cxvx + dxvy = 0,

(Av + a2ux + b2uy + c2vx + d2vv = 0,

since the general system (1) can be transformed into (3) by a smooth homeo-

morphism of the unit disc with itself which leaves the origin fixed (cf. [l,

P- 79]).
It is convenient to introduce complex notation. Set z = x+iy, w = u+iv,

w(z) =u(x, y)+iv(x, y). Employing the formal differential operators

A_i(± _,.»).    ±.±(*.+ ,±\
dz       2 \dx dy) dz       2 \dx dy/

we may write the system (3) in the form
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d2w dw dw dw dw
(4) -+ a-+ b — +c-+ d-=0,

dzdz dz dz dz dz

with complex-valued coefficients which are linear combinations of the coeffi-

cients of (3). We have also

2222/I dw\2       I dwl2^
(5) Ux  +   Uy   +   Vx  +   Vy    =    2\\ - +       —        ) ,

\l dz I I dz I /

I dw\2 dw\2
(6) uxVy — uyvx =    -    —   ——   .

I dz I dz I

For univalent mappings the Jacobian (6) is either everywhere non-nega-

tive or everywhere nonpositive. We may assume that it is non-negative, so

that

dw dw
(7) 77 ^  —

dz dz

everywhere.

A function d>(z) which satisfies the inequality

daS ,     ,
-   =K\<p\
dz

in a domain D is said to be approximately analytic in D with constant K.

We shall use as a lemma a theorem of Bers, the "similarity principle," which

states

Lemma A. If<p(z) is approximately analytic with constant Kin a domain D,

then

faz) = e-"f(z),

where f(z) is analytic in D, and s(z) has a bound and Holder-modulus of con-

tinuity which depend only on K.

The proof is given in [l, p. 171 (see also pp. 18, 25)].

We shall employ another theorem of Bers, namely

Lemma B. If w(z) is a twice Holder continuously differentiable solution of

(4) in a neighborhood of z0 and

1 1 d2w(z) , ,

w(z)=0(\z-zo\n),       -— = 0(\ z - z0\»-1)
dzdz

for some integer «5:1, then there exist constants a, fi such that

w(z) = a(z - z0)n + fi(z-z0)n + o(\z - zo |n),
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aw(z) . .
-= na(z — Zo)"-1 + o(\ z — Zo n-1),

dz

dw(z) _ . ,
■-= nfi(z - zo)"-1 + o(\z - Zo P_1).

dz

This is a specialization of Lemma 4.1 of [2 (also see the remark on p.

487)].
Finally, we need a well-known statement based on a priori estimates due

to Schauder.

Lemma C. Every uniformly bounded sequence {wn(z)} of solutions of (4) in

a domain D contains a subsequence which converges normally(2) in D to a solu-

tion w(z). The first and second partial derivatives of the functions of the sub-

sequence also converge normally to the corresponding derivatives of the limit.

The statement follows, by a standard argument, from Theorem 1 of [6,

p. 265 (see also pp. 258, 269) ].

It is necessary to remark that by a solution of (4) we mean a function

with continuous second derivatives which satisfies the equation. It can be

shown, however, that such a function possesses Holder-continuous second

derivatives (cf. [4]).

3. The proof of our theorem rests on four lemmas, the first two of which

are essentially local in character.

Lemma 1. Let w(z) be a solution of (4) which is univalent in a neighborhood

of a point z0. Then \ (dw/dz)(z0)\ >0.

Proof. If w(z) is univalent and satisfies (4) in a domain D containing Zo,

then from (4) and (7)

d   dw dw

<8> T" ~r * K ~rdz    dz dz

where

(9) TC=sup(|a|   +  \h\  +  \c\  +\d\).

Thus dw/dz is approximately analytic in D. By Lemma A therefore

dw(z) , .
(10) - = e'^f(z) = y(z - zo) - + o( \ z - z0 | -),

dz

where m is a non-negative integer and 7 is a constant different from zero.

From (7), (8) and (10) we have

(') We say that a sequence of functions converges normally in a domain D if the sequence

converges uniformly in every subdomain whose closure is contained in D.
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dw(z) . . dw(z) . . d2w(z) .

dz dz dzdz

and by integration we obtain

w(z) — w(z0) = 0(\z — zo \m+1).

Set n = m + l. Then w(z) —w(z6) satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma B, and we

conclude

w(z) = w(zo) + a(z - Zo)n + fi(z — Zo)" + o(\z — Zo |"),

(11) dw(z) . .
-= na(z — Zo)"~l + o(\z — z0 |n_1).

dz

Comparing (10) and (11) we see that na = y?±0, so that a^O.

If n = l in equations (11) the statement of the lemma is established. We

show that n>l contradicts the hypothesis of univalence of w(z).

We may assume that

W(z) = Zn + KZn + o( | 2 |"),

where k is a non-negative real number, since this form can be achieved by

affine transformations of the z- and w-planes, and these do not alter the

univalence of the mapping. Set z = rei>. We have

Re { w(reie)} = (1 + K)rn cos nB + o(rn),

and, in particular,

(12) Re{w(rei(hln>*)} = (I + «)r"(-l)* + o(r"),

k = 0, I, • • ■ , 2n. It follows that, for e>0 sufficiently small, and rtie, the

left side of (12) has the sign of ( —1)*. Hence, if z traverses a Jordan curve C

which lies entirely within the disc | z\ ^ e and has nonzero index with respect

to the origin, Re {w(z)} undergoes at least 2« alternations of sign.

Now, since w(z) is a local homeomorphism we may choose e and 8 suffi-

ciently small so that w(z) has an inverse which maps |w| ^5 into |z| ge.

Let C he the inverse image of the circumference |w| =8/2. C is a Jordan

curve, of index one with respect to the origin, which lies entirely within the

disc \z\ ^ e. As z traverses C, Re {w(z)} changes sign exactly twice. Thus we

arrive at a contradiction unless n = l.

Lemma 2. Let wn(z) n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ be univalent mappings satisfying (4) in

a domain D. If the sequence {wn(z)} converges normally in D to a solution w(z)

of (4), then either w(z) is a constant or \ dw/dz\ >0 everywhere in D.

Proof. We observe first that, in consequence of Lemma C, the normal con-

vergence of {wn(z)} to w(z) implies the normal convergence of {dwn(z)/dz},

{dwn(z)/dz} to dw(z)/dz, dw(z)/dz, respectively.
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From (8) and (9) we see that

d  dwn dwn
— -   g K - ,
dz    dz dz

where K is independent of ra. Thus the functions dwn/dz are uniformly ap-

proximately analytic in D. According to Lemma A therefore, there exist

analytic functions/„(z) such that

dwn(z)
(13) -— = e^U(z),

dz

where the functions sn(z) are uniformly bounded and equicontinuous in D.

If the sequence {w„(z)} is replaced by a suitably chosen subsequence, the

corresponding sequence {s„(z)} and hence also {fn(z)} will converge normally

in D. Writing

s(z) = limj„(z),       f(z) = lim/„(z)
n—»co n—>co

we have

(14) dw(z)/dz = e'Mf(z).

According to Lemma 1 and equation (13), |/n(z)| >0 everywhere in D,

for all ra. The limit of a sequence of analytic functions which have no zeros

in a domain either has no zeros or vanishes identically (Hurwitz' Theorem).

Thus, either \f(z)\ >0 everywhere in D, orf(z)=0. If \f(z)\ >0 everywhere,

then, by (14), \dw(z)/dz\ >0 everywhere. If/(z)=0, then dw(z)/dz = 0, and,

by (7), dw(z)/dz = 0, so that w(z) is constant.

We remark that for harmonic mappings the proofs of Lemmas 1-2 are

considerably simpler. If w(z) is harmonic, then

dw(z)/dz   and    dw(z)/dz

are analytic functions of z, so that Lemmas A and B are not needed. Lemma C

follows immediately from the mean value property.

4. The following two lemmas refer to the global behavior of the mappings

we consider. The first establishes a uniform connection between solutions of

(4) and their boundary values; the second states an inequality for the bound-

ary values of homeomorphisms of the unit disc onto itself.

Lemma 3. Let wn(z) ra = 1, 2, ■ • • be solutions of (4) for \z\ < 1, continuous

and uniformly bounded for \z\ gl. If the sequence {wn(z)} converges normally

to zero in \z\ <1, then the boundary values {w„(ew)} converge weakly (in

L2[0, 2w]) to zero.

Proof. We have to show that
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s* 2t

(15) lim   I      Wn(eie)<r(d)dd = 0
n-*»  J o

for all o(d) in L2[0, 2ir]. Because of the uniform boundedness of wn(eie), it

suffices to consider only functions a(9) which can be continued as twice con-

tinuously differentiable periodic functions with period 27r.

Define, for a fixed a(B),

r3

fa(z) = fa(reie) = — (r- R)o-(8)
R3

for \z\ gl, 1/2^P<1. We have

(16) fa(Rei6) = 0,       — (Reie) = o(6),
dr

m, , . MI    ,     ***& dfa(z) d2fa(z) [
(17) | fa(z) |  +   —-1-   —-h   -   g ikf,

3z dz dzdz   I

where M is independent of z and P.

Applying Green's theorem to the disc | z| gP, referring to (16), we obtain,

C 2T C  C / d2fal d2Wn\
(18) wn(Reie)o(d)Rdd = 4 ( w„ ■-fa-)dxdy.

Jo J J ui£ff\        dzdz dzdz/

From (4),

C  r S2Wn    ,     ,
I   I        <ta-azdy

•J J UlSs       dzdz

n(      dwn                 dWn                 dWn ,   dw„\
0s I a-h o —-1- c-h d —— J dxdy.

MSB      \      dz                dz                dz dz /

Integration by parts yields, referring again to (16),

r r d2wn C C     [~     d d
I   I ^«-T dxdy =11 \ wn — (faa) + wn — (#b&)

•7 «7 |»|Sie      dzdz J J |z|guL      dz dz

d d "I
+ Wn — (<fae) + wn — (fad)   dxdy.

dz dz A

Set

/,     , .    . I, ,     , da db\      | dc I      I d(71\
M' = sup     |a|  + |ft|  + |c|  + \d\  +  —  +   _  +   —+—).

1*1 gi \ dz dzl      I dzl       I dz\)

Then from (19) we get

(20) \ff       fa —— dxdy   g MM' f f        \wn\ dxdy.
\J  J \.\&R dzdZ J  J |,|£B
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We also have

(21) I  I wn-r dxdy   g M I  J | w„| <fo<fy.
\J J |«|S«      c)z3z •/ J |z|g«

Combining (18), (20) and (21), and letting 2?—»1, we obtain finally

(22) f    wn(eie)a(0)dO   g 4AT(1 + Af') f f        | w. | d«*y.

The hypothesis of the lemma implies that the right side of (22) converges

to zero as ra—>«>, from which (15) follows.

Lemma 4. Let w(z) be a homeomorphism of the disc \z\ gl with \w\ gl.

Then

w(e")<#   +    j        w(e")<W   +    I       w(eie)dO  ^ — •
0 I J 2t/3 I "  4x/3 3

Proof. The points 1, e2ri,s, ei7ri!i divide the circumference \z\ =1 into

three equal arcs each of which is mapped biuniquely by w(z) onto an arc of

|w| =1. One at least of the image arcs must have length not exceeding

27r/3. Call this arc A, and suppose that it is the image of z = ea, Og0g27r/3.

By the mean value theorem

r2"'3 2tt
|        w(el6)dO = — Too,

Jo 3

where w0 is a point in the convex hull of A. Hence

/>2*'3 2tT   . . 2tT     1 TTw(e«)dO  =—\wo\   ^—-—=-,
0 o o     £ o

and, a fortiori, (23) holds.

5. The proof of our theorem is now immediate. Let TT denote the class

of mappings satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem, and define

(I dw        2        dw       \*\
— (°)    +  — (0)   )•

I dz dz        [ /

Let {wn(z)} be a sequence of mappings in TT such that

/\dWn        2 dwn       I*V
lim2(   — (0)     +   — (0)    ) = p.
n->»     \ |  dz dz I /

According to Lemma C the sequence may be so chosen that it converges nor-

mally to a solution w(z), and we have
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/1 dw 2        dw        W
M= 2      — (0)     +   — (0)    ).

\ I  dz dz        I /

By Lemma 2 either p.>0 or w(z) is a constant. If /i>0 the theorem is proved.

If w(z) is a constant, then, since w„(0)=0 for all n, w(z)=0. Hence, by

Lemma 3, the boundary values wn(eie) converge weakly to zero in L2[0, 2ir].

But, from Lemma 4,

(I  c2*13 I  r4,r/3 I       I C2r \\       ir
wn(eie)de\ +    I Wn(eie)dd\ +    I       wn(eiB)dd\ ) ^ — •

I J 0 \J 2i/3 I J 4ir/3 I / 3

Thus if w(z) is a constant we arrive at a contradiction.
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